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Arabah.
Last of Novembe[r] –

Dear Mother. 

          Our camp is now complete. 
Elfie Bridesonsic {Bridson} arrived on Monday. 
Amice & I went to Baliana to meet 
her. she is completely bewildered 
by everything at present, as this is 
the first time since she has been 
out of England. I think she will 
be a very pleasant addition to the 
camp, but I am afraid it will 
be some time before she is any 
use in the drawing line, except for 
tracing, a/<A>mice is getting very worried 
by the inability of the uninitiated 
to even see hieroglyph forms correctly, 
let alone copy them. I do hope she 
is not going to get nervy & jumpy so 
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early in the season. 

          Our annexe is now complete & 
furnished, we had a great field 
day yesterday afternoon getting the 
curtains, cushion covers etc made. 
the sewing machine was very busy 
it has been very useful & behaves 
splendidly. Otto is now in his 
new quarters & very grand. he is 
no carpenter, Amice & I did all 
those jobs with the assistance of 
the <village> carpenter. we drove him 
unmercifilysic. we had two corner 
cupboards made & he was quite 
unable to calculate the correct 
angle for the shelves, all made 
out of odd boxes, each shelf 
was made up of from 6 to 10 
bits. thu/<i>s           (x) 
sort of thing  [  ] 
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 x  
(the notch is for the post in the 
 corner.                                     ) 

          Amice & I assembled the bits & 
marked where they were to be cut 
& the carpenter sawed, & then 
we nailed them in place, after 
having straightened the nails!! 
how we longed for the resor<u>sessic of 
Avalon’s loft. not to mention 
the Pip. 

           I do not think our carpenter has 
ever worked so fast & so hard in 
his life before & our methods 
fairly staggered him. Mahomed Kheir 
came & lent a very useful hand 
& fell in love with our Morse drill 
he asked me how many guineas 
it cost, I was making towel 
rails with palm sticks & as they 
split easily I drilled the holes 
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for the nails, & Mahomed was so 
thrilled to see the drill go through 
the tough wood which is rather 
like bamboo only not hollow 
This is the design of the towel 
hanger 
[  ] (long nail into 

wall.) 
very easily made from odd bits 

          Love from us both to you 
both 
          Your affectionate daughter 
          Myrtle. 


